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Abstract: A master-slave spinal surgical robot system is designed in this paper. After introducing the configuration and architecture of the 

system, it discusses the position-force bilateral control strategy of the spinal surgical robot system. It then uses specific experiment to 

illustrate the feasibility of the system and the effectiveness of the control strategy. Finally, it provides conclusion and perspectives for 

further research. 

1. Introduction 
 Throughout the history of research and clinical 

application of orthopedic surgery robot, it is more than 20 

years. But all these surgical robots are main ly concentrated 

in the area of joint. Due to the special structure of the spine, 

close to important nerves and blood vessels, the spinal 

surgeries need a very high accuracy, security and stability. 

Has been Germany, Israel, the United States, Japan, Korea 

and other countries on the spine surgical robotic systems 

with years of research, the commercialization is still only  

one robotic system, the Spine Assist system[1], which  

could guide the surgeons to drill in spinal surgeries.  
China lags far behind foreign countries, the 

development of spinal surgical robots are still in the 

experimental research stage. Typical representative are the 

frameless navigation spine surgery robot developed by 

Professor Zhang Chunlin in the first affiliated hospital of 

Zhengzhou University[2] and minimally invasive spinal 

surgical robot built  by third military medical university 

Xinqiao Hospital[3]. 

In the process of pedicle screw placement or bone 

cement filling surgery, we need to drill a  working channel 

on the spine. And the appropriate drilling area (Fig.1) is so 

narrow that it  is very easy to damage the spinal canal or 

other nerves and blood vessels. So in traditional surgery, 

surgeon has to be exposed in X-ray to guarantee the 

accuracy and safety of the surgery. This will doubtlessly 

bring unnecessary damage to the surgeon. 

 
Fig.1 Vertebrae transverse section and the drilling location 

 

For this situation, combined with the characteristics of 

the minimally invasive spinal surgery, we designed and 

developed the min imally invasive spinal surgery robotic 

system, and on this basis, the surgical robot system 

operational and accurate experiments are studied.  

In Sect ion 2, the system configuration and arch itecture 

is described. The control s trategies are presented in 

Section 3 and the experimental results follow in Sect ion 4. 

Some conclusions and perspectives for further research are 

given in Section 5. 

 

2. System Configuration and Architecture  
The developed spinal surgical robot system consists of 

master and slave devices. Typically, a device has the 

capability of receiving a command and then applies forces 

to its environment in response to its measured position [4]. 

In our system (Fig. 2), the master device is an Omega.7 [5] 

that is capable of providing 4 degrees-of-freedom 

force-feedback. The slave device is a 6 

degrees-of-freedom Universal Robot [6].  

 
Fig.2 The spinal surgical robot system 

The architecture of the system is shown in Fig.3. Master 

coordinates are sent to master controller which will send 

the force-feedback to omega.7 simultaneously; the robot is 

controlled by slave controller; an Ethernet-based 

communicat ion interface is used for the real-time transfer 

of position and force-feedback signals between the two 

controllers. In addition, visual feedback can be got from 

LCD monitor where the informat ion of lesions is 

displayed.  
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Fig.3 The architecture of the system 

 

3. Bilateral Control strategies  
In the study of the spinal surgical robot system, the 

position–force bilateral control strategies are investigated. 
In this strategy, the slave robot is being driven as a 

position-controlled device that follows the position 

demand that is generated by the master device, meanwhile, 

the master device is a force controlled  device with the 

force command calcu lated from the interaction between 

slave robot and environment. The control structure of the 

spinal surgical robot system is shown in Fig.4. Details of 

the building b locks of this control structure are g iven in  

Table 1.  

 

 
Fig.4 control structure of the system 

 

Block Description 

Fh Force exert by surgeon on the master device 

Fe Force between slave and environment 

Xm Displacement increment of the master 

Xs Actual displacement of the slave 

K Scale factor 

IK Inverse kinematic 

FK Forward kinematic 

Xer Position error between master and slave 

Ke Scale factor 

Table 1 Details of the control structure 

 

4. Experiment 

To measure the effectiveness of the robot system, we 

tested the system on a spinal model (Fig.5(a)). In the 

experiment, the target point and drilling direction are 

given in advance. First, the end-effector is controlled by 

us through master device. Second, approaching the 

target in free space motion (Fig.5(b)). Third, adjusting 

the drilling direction after the end-effector has 

contacted the target (Fig.5(c)). And then drilling the 

bone along the expected direction (Fig.5(d)). The 

position control result and force feedback result of this 

process is shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. 

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

Fig.5. (a) Target point and drilling direction, (b) Free 

space motion, the end-effector is approaching the target, (c) 

Adjusting the drilling direction after the end-effector has 

contacted the target, (d) Drilling along the expected 

direction. 

 
Fig.6 Position control results  

 
Fig.6 Force feedback results 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this study, a spinal surgical robot system was 

designed. And a new position-force bilateral control 

strategy was investigated. The system achieved good 

results both in free-space teleoperation with small t ime 

delay and good quality force feedback under contact 

motion. The experimental studies showed that the system 

can complete the spinal surgery successfully. Next, this 

system can do some spinal surgery experiments on 

animals combined with X-ray. 
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